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Topological crystalline insulators represent a novel topological phase of matter in which the surface states are
protected by discrete point group symmetries of the underlying lattice. Rock-salt lead-tin-selenide alloy is one
possible realization of this phase, which undergoes a topological phase transition upon changing the lead content.
We used scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) to
probe the surface states on (001) Pb1−xSnxSe in the topologically nontrivial (x = 0.23) and topologically trivial
(x = 0) phases. We observed quasiparticle interference with STM on the surface of the topological crystalline
insulator and demonstrated that the measured interference can be understood from ARPES studies and a simple
band structure model. Furthermore, our findings support the fact that Pb0.77Sn0.23Se and PbSe have different
topological nature.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.88.125414 PACS number(s): 73.20.At
I. INTRODUCTION
In condensed matter physics, the study of topological
phenomena has been in the focus of the research for the past
few years. After the theoretical prediction and experimental
observation of Z2 topological insulators,1–13 more recently, a
new phase called topological crystalline insulator (TCI) has
been proposed.14 Unlike the widely studied topological insu-
lators, TCIs have an even number of band inversions, which
makes them trivial under Z2 classification. Nevertheless, due
to the presence of crystal symmetry, these materials still have
topologically protected surface states.
The first theoretically proposed TCI was a IV-VI semicon-
ductor, SnTe.15 Its topologically nontrivial nature arises from
the mirror symmetry present in its rock-salt crystal structure
and the even number of band inversions. By substituting the Sn
content with Pb, the strength of the spin-orbit coupling can be
tuned, which leads to a noninverted band structure.16,17 Thus
Pb1−xSnxTe and, similarly, Pb1−xSnxSe have a topological
phase transition as a function of the doping level. The
even number of Dirac cones of the TCI phase has been
already observed in a number of angle resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) studies conducted on Pb1−xSnxSe,
Pb1−xSnxTe, and SnTe compounds.18–20
We carried out spectroscopic measurements with a scanning
tunneling microscope to study the quasiparticle interference
(QPI) on the (001) surface of Pb1−xSnxSe. We show that
the QPI patterns are the direct consequence of the scattering
between the electronic band pockets observed by ARPES. We
also use a theoretical model to demonstrate that the trends
in the energy-momentum dispersion of the QPI peaks can
be understood within a simple framework of joint density of
states.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We studied single crystals of Pb0.77Sn0.23Se and PbSe,
which were cleaved in ultrahigh vacuum at room temperature.
The STM measurements were performed in the temperature
range of T = 30–50 K using a home-built cryogenic STM.
The ARPES experiments were carried out at the U13UB
beamline of the National Synchrotron Light Source with the
18-eV photons. The electron analyzer was a Scienta SES-2002
with the combined energy resolution around 8 meV and the
angular resolution of ∼0.15◦.
The STM topographic images of both Pb0.77Sn0.23Se and
PbSe [see Figs. 1(a)–1(e)] reveal that the cleaving process leads
to atomically flat regions separated by single atomic steps of
half unit cell height (a = 6.1 A˚). This confirms that the cleav-
ing process indeed exposed the (001) surface of the crystal. The
two fcc sublattices (Pb/Sn and Se) can be separately imaged by
changing the sample bias, which was observed in case of both
samples. For example, in Pb0.77Sn0.23Se at the bias of −10
mV, only one sublattice is revealed, while at −50 mV, both
sublattices can be seen distinctly. We note that the possibility of
observing both lattices and the bias voltage where the contrast
reversal happens depends on the state of the STM tip. The Sn
dopants can be identified as light dots [see Fig. 1(d)], which
are obviously missing on the undoped sample [see Fig. 1(e)].
Based on the location of the dopants, the sublattice observed at
−10 mV is Se.
Spectroscopic (dI/dV ) measurements show that while in
the case of the topologically trivial (non-TCI) PbSe sample,
there is a well-defined gap of 120 meV in the spectra, the
density of states of the nontrivial TCI sample has a pronounced
minimum but no gap [see Figs. 1(f) and 1(g)]. Since PbSe is
a trivial insulator, the surface states can be gapped, which is
consistent with the observed spectrum measured by STM and
further confirmed by our ARPES measurements (not shown).
In the case of the TCI sample, however, the topological
protection guaranties the existence of the metallic surface
states at all energy values, and the Dirac dispersion leads
to a minimum in the density of states at ED = 160 meV
Dirac energy [see Figs. 1(f) and 1(g) insets]. The position
of the Fermi level (E = 0) indicates the p-type character of
the samples, which is consistent with our ARPES results. It
has been predicted that the topology of the Fermi surface
changes as a function of energy (Lifshitz transition).15,21 In
our measurements, however, no singularities arising from
the Lifshitz transition points (EL) have been observed in
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) STM topographic image (Vbias =
400 mV and I = 25 pA) of a 450 A˚-by-450 A˚ cleaved surface of
Pb0.77Sn0.23Se. (b) Schematic illustration of the (001) termination of
the rocksalt crystal structure. (c) High spatial resolution topographic
image of the same area at Vbias = −10 meV (I = 150 pA) and at
Vbias = −50 meV (I = 200 pA). Topographies (d), (e) and spatially
averaged dI/dV spectra (f), (g) on Pb0.77Sn0.23Se and undoped PbSe.
Insets show the schematic surface band dispersion as a function of
the momentum along ¯ ¯X direction.
point spectroscopy either due to the overlap of the surface
band with the bulk states or disorder smearing of the van-
Hove singularities. The presence of intrinsic disorder in the
studied samples, however, allows us to visualize the scattering
processes on the surface relevant for potential future device
applications of these materials.
In order to obtain information about the scattering within
the surface states, Fourier transform scanning tunneling spec-
troscopy (FT-STS) technique was used. By measuring real-
space variations in the differential conductance maps induced
by disorder, one can obtain energy and momentum-resolved
information about the scattering processes happening at the
surface of the material. At a certain energy, a q-wave-vector
modulation in the local density of states corresponds to the
interference of the quasiparticles at momentum k1 and k2,
satisfying q = k1-k2. Since in an FT-STS experiment we
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Fourier transform of a conductance
map taken at Vbias = −100 meV and I = 40 pA over an area of
820 A˚×820 A˚. Red lines mark the boundary of the FSBZ. (b) ARPES
intensity map at E = −100 meV on Pb0.77Sn0.23Se reveals overall
four surface pockets in the inner side and four other pockets on
the outer side of ¯X points. White square indicates the location of the
FBZ. (c) Energy-momentum dispersion relation measured by ARPES
on Cs doped Pb0.85Sn0.15Se in the ¯ ¯X direction. Green lines show the
highest intensity obtained from the theoretical model. (d) ARPES
intensity maps of Cs doped Pb0.85Sn0.15Se around the ¯X2 point.
observe the differences between k1 and k2 wave vectors, the
signal coming only from the first Brillouin zone (FBZ) can
be described in q scattering space with a zone twice the
dimensions of the FBZ, which we further refer to as first
scattering Brillouin zone (FSBZ). In case of this study, the
FSBZ [marked as red box on Fig. 2(a)] is a square with size
of 4π
d
× 4π
d
, where d = a/√2 and oriented in the same way as
the FBZ: qx (qy) is parallel to the ¯ ¯X1 ( ¯ ¯X2) direction.
Figure 2(a) shows the Fourier transform of a conductance
map obtained on the surface of Pb0.77Sn0.23Se, which reveals
many pronounced wave vectors. The outer eight sharp features,
which lie on the boundary of the FSBZ, correspond to the
atomic structure. The existence of these peaks (Bragg peaks)
is the result of the inevitable fact that the conductance mea-
surement is performed on the atomic lattice, therefore, the map
will include modulation arising from the atomic corrugation.
The broader and more pronounced wave vectors (marked as
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±q1 to ±q4) reside inside the FSBZ (±q1 and ±q3 touch the
Bragg peaks) and correspond to interband scattering between
the different pockets of the constant-energy surface. Finally,
the central peak comes from long-wavelength modulations due
to disorder and intraband scattering contributions.
Since the system possesses mirror and rotational symmetry,
there are only two inequivalent wave vectors (q1 and q2)
present in the scattering pattern. To identify the origin of these
scattering wave vectors, we performed ARPES measurements
on the samples. Similarly to previous studies,18–20 the Fermi
surface mapping [see Fig. 2(b)] reveals two pockets on the
two sides of the ¯X points. Based on this band structure
information one can conclude that q1 and q2 scattering wave
vectors observed in the STM experiment correspond to the
interband scattering between the pockets in ¯ ¯X1 and ¯X1 ¯X2
( ¯ ¯M) directions, respectively. The fact that the q1 peak and
the Bragg peak are well resolved confirms that the Dirac nodes
are slightly shifted away from the ¯X points. Furthermore, it
is important to note that in our QPI measurements we did
not observe large q vectors corresponding to scattering events
between states located in the first and second Brillouin zone.
This can be most clearly seen by looking at the ¯ ¯X1 direction,
where the q1 scattering wave vector is located entirely inside
the FSBZ and no scattering intensity beyond the Bragg peak
is detected.
A more quantitative understanding of the conductance maps
can be achieved if we recall that the QPI pattern is closely
related to the joint density of states (JDOS) of the surface
electrons.9,22–24 JDOS at momentum difference q and a certain
energy E is defined as an autoconvolution of initial and final
densities of states: JDOS(q,E) = ∫ d2kρ(k,E)ρ(k + q,E).
We compare the measured QPI pattern with a simple JDOS
simulation in which the momentum-space local density of
states is obtained from an effective Hamiltonian derived from
symmetry arguments in Ref. 25. In general, the structure of the
TCI surface states near the Dirac energy can be approximated
by a four-band k · p model:
H = m30 + m′10 + (v1x01 + v2x11 + v3x31)kx
+ (v1y03 + v2y13 + v3y33)ky, (1)
where σα are the Pauli matrices and the Dirac matrices
are defined as αβ = σα ⊗ σβ . To find the parameters in
the Hamiltonian, we used the band structure information
obtained from ARPES. By doping the surface with Cs,
we were able to shift the surface states of the originally
p-type sample by ∼350 meV and turn them into the n
type, with the Dirac points at ∼190 meV below the Fermi
level. Cs was deposited from a commercial (SAES) getter
source while keeping the sample at T ∼ 15 K. Figure 2(c)
shows the band structure of Cs doped Pb0.85Sn0.15Se sample
measured along the ¯ ¯X direction, and green lines show
the highest intensity values obtained from the theoreti-
cal model with the following parameters: m = −0.06 eV,
m′ = −0.03 eV, v1x = −3.8 eV A˚, v2x = −1.5 eV A˚, v3x =
0.003 eV A˚, v1y = 0.003 eV A˚, v2y = 0.003 eV A˚, and v3y =
−3.5 eV A˚. Lifetime effects were included by introducing
δ = 3 meV broadening. Note that we did not observe any
significant difference in the band structure between x = 0.15
and 0.23 Pb1−xSnxSe samples (other than a small difference
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Fourier transform of the QPI patterns on
the surface of Pb0.77Sn0.23Se at different energies superimposed with
the calculated JDOS (third and fourth quarters of q space). In the
figures, two different isocontours are shown corresponding to two
different intensity values: the intensity of the green contours is an
order of magnitude higher than the intensity of purple contours.
Insets display the corresponding calculated Fermi surfaces around
the ¯X point.
in the position of the Fermi level), which justifies that we can
use the same parameters for both samples. For our sample, the
extracted mass terms and the Dirac velocity in y direction are
similar to those reported in the previous study,26 but different
parameters were used in the x direction.
Since we did not observe any scattering vector between
the first and second Brillouin zone, we restricted the JDOS
calculation to the FBZ. The resulting JDOS are overlayed with
the Fourier transform of the differential conductance maps at
different energies (see Fig. 3). The same measurements were
carried out on the trivial PbSe samples. As one would expect
based on point spectroscopy measurements [see Fig. 1(g)], no
surface state QPI peaks were observed on the maps obtained
within the gap. Furthermore, Fig. 4 shows the QPI intensity
as a function of energy and momentum along ¯ ¯X and ¯ ¯M
scattering directions, respectively. In the ¯ ¯X direction, one can
observe two peaks: a nondispersive peak (Bragg-peak) located
at |qx| = 2π/d and a slightly dispersive q1 peak. Above 60
meV q1 touches the Bragg-peak and they are indistinguishable.
In the ¯ ¯M direction, only the q2 is present. Both directions
show the Dirac point around 160 meV, where the width of the
peaks is the smallest.
Although the theoretical model and our experimental
findings show similar trends, we observe that there is a
mismatch between the calculation and our measurement. The
discrepancy between the lineshapes of the autoconvolved
simulated DOS and STM data might be due to many factors.
Such effects include energy-dependent quasiparticle lifetime
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Energy-momentum structure of the surface
states of Pb0.77Sn0.23Se along (a) ¯ ¯X and (b) ¯ ¯M directions. White
dashed line indicates the position of the Bragg peak, while red dotted
lines as guides to the eye enclose the relevant high intensity regions
of the STM data. The isocontours correspond to the same intensity
values as on Fig. 3.
broadening, inhomogeneous broadening caused by disorder
and the shape of the impurity potential or tip-induced band
bending. Also, one should note that the intensity of the
observed signal is rather weak to perform a more quantitative
match to simulations. Despite the fact that the JDOS model
does not give an entirely satisfactory description of our
experimental results, it is sufficient to capture the trend in
the QPI dispersion cuts.
We also note that we did not see evidence for wave-vector
suppression in our measurements. This is in contrast to the
case of quasiparticle interference in topological insulators
[previously studied Bi1−xSbx (Ref. 9), Bi2(Se/Te)3 (Ref. 27)]
or other materials with strong spin-orbit coupling [like Sb
(Ref. 28)], in which one has to invoke spin selection rules in
order to properly account for the spin texture of the surface
states and reproduce experimental data. On TCI materials,
prohibited scattering vectors have been proposed,25 however,
no signatures of this protection have been observed in our
experiment. The underlying reason could be that there is
only a discrete set of points at which the scattering is fully
protected. The contribution of these points to the overall
spectral weight is small compared to other allowed scattering
wave vectors nearby. Furthermore, the size of the pockets
makes it impossible to unambiguously resolve the effect of
protection in our STM experiment.
III. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we studied quasiparticle interference on
the surface of Pb1−xSnxSe compounds using STM. We
demonstrated that the observed QPI is directly related to the
scattering of surface states between the four surface pockets
measured by ARPES on the same samples. Our results support
that the x = 0 and 0.23 compounds belong to two different
topological classes, and Pb0.77Sn0.23Se is a nontrivial TCI with
topologically protected surface states.
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